reloading manuals ruger forum - each christmas i put a new reloading manual on my list this years s edition is the barnes bullets manual it s good but i do have a beef with pretty, 480 ruger reloading tips ruger forum - richard lee s modern reloading also has 480 ruger data as does lyman s 49th edition as for which loads will be best that really depends on your individual gun, reloading 38 357 magnum shooters forum - i have a lee 357 magnum reloading kit locally i can t get 357 magnum bullets would 38 bullets be just as good or would i have to use a lighter, reloading heavy bullets in 9mm luger shooting times - most people who shoot a 9mm luger use 115 and 124 grain bullets since these are the typical shooting times, standard powder load for 45 acp the firearms forum - that s a good start i have the 49th lyman also be sure to read the first 1 3 of the book it has a world of great information i have been hand loading for 40 45, allwoods intro tfsa co uk - powders i really recommend the accurate reloading powders i carry the full range in stock if you are into reloading there will be a powder for you in their range, fmj vs tmj the leading glock forum and community - i know what the difference in construction is i think my lyman manual shows 45acp loading data for 230gr tmj but not for fmj is the same loading data, hornady xtp and xtp flat point fp rugerforum com - stopped by cabelas to pick up some bullets for 357 mag loading and noticed the xtp style and the xtp flat point looks to me the plain xtp has the flatter point, 32 h r magnum ruger only loads rugerforum com - i recently traded into a 1986 ruger ssm with a 4 5 8 barrel a buddy of mine wanted to sell it i wanted one so exchanged a duplicate ss police service six for it, lee breech lock auto pro press tolerances the firearms - i m using 9mm 355 124gr hornady xtp bullets i got the 016 number from the operators manual for the dillon 650 then i went and measured some factory loads and, imr 4198 for 45 70 shooters forum - you should invest in a good reloading manual the lyman 49th edition has handloads using 405 gr cast bullets and imr 4198 for use in 1895 marlin rifles, 7 62 x 39 for hunting 24hourcampfire - anyone here have experience with it as a hunting round and if so what where were you hunting give us the benefit of your experience please, amercichoke shotgun repair and modifications barrels - shotgun choke tubes and installation in 12 20 28ga and 410 bore screw in choke screw in choke standrad and thin wall systems barrel porting gunfifiting and, full text of new internet archive - search the history of over 362 billion web pages on the internet
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